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1 Introduction
Jiu is a focus particle in Mandarin Chinese (Biq 1984, Lai 1999, Hole 2004). It can
either have its associate below (High-jiu) or above it (Low-jiu). Roughly, high-jiu
contributes exclusivity (1) while low-jiu does not (2)1.

(1) Jiu
JIU

YUEHAN

John
hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu.
French

High-jiu

‘Only John can speak French.’ → Exclusive

(2) YUEHAN

John
jiu
JIU

hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu.
French

Low-jiu

‘John, who is easy to get hold of, can speak French.’ → Non-exclusive

In the paper, we will try to: Give a unified semantics of jiu that can handle
both High-jiu and Low-jiu (§2); Explain why Low-jiu disallows exclusivity while
High-jiu prefers it (§3); Argue that our unified analysis of jiu is superior to an
ambiguity-based analysis (§4); Sketch how the idea presented here can be extended
to other Mandarin focus particles (§5).

2 A unified semantics of jiu
In this section, we will show that we can derive a nonexclusive construal of jiu from
an exclusive semantics. To preview a little bit, we will posit an exclusive semantics
that is weaker than the standard semantics of English only, and this weaker seman-
tics, combined with the idea of restricted alternative sets, allows for trivialization
of its own effect, in exactly those cases where jiu is interpreted non-exclusively.

2.1 Deriving the exclusive reading
Let’s start with (1). (1) has an exclusive inference contributed by jiu: people other
than John cannot speak French. The existence of this inference can be shown by
(3), where continuing (1) with it’s possible that Lisi/someone else also can is im-
possible.

∗I am grateful to Veneeta Dayal for advice and support, and to Roger Schwarzschild, Maria
Bittner, Kristen Syrett, Mark Baker, Ken Safir, Simon Charlow, Lucas Champollion, Anastasia Gi-
annakidou, I-ta Hsieh, Yimei Xiang, Beibei Xu, Sarah Hansen for comments and discussions. All
errors and inadequacies are mine.

1In the examples, small capitals indicate jiu’s associate; underlined parts are meant to show the
semantic contributions of jiu.



(3) # jiu
JIU

[Yuehan]F
John

hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu,
French,

(keneng)
(possible)

Lisi
Lisi

ye
also

hui.
can

‘#Only John can speak French, (but It’s possible) that Lisi also can.’

This is similar to English only, where any form of canceling/suspending (Horn
1996, 2009, Roberts 2006 and references therein) of the exclusive inference is to-
tally out (see (4), from Horn 2009:(50)). These examples also show that the ex-
clusive inference has to be an entailment (assertion). Then, asserting it and imme-
diately asserting the possibility of its falsehood produces the contradiction felt in
(3)-(4).

(4) # Only John smokes pot, and/but Mary may too.

To capture the exclusive component of jiu as is in (1) is not difficult, there is
huge literature on the exclusive component of only; (5) and (6) show two standard
analyses.

(5) only(p)
Assertion: λw∀q ∈ C[q(w)→ p = q] (Rooth 1996)

(6) only(p)
Assertion: λw∀q ∈ C[q(w)→ p ⊆ q] (Schwarzschild 1994, Ippolito 2008)

Neither in (5) nor in (6) is focus mentioned, but it plays an indirect role: as
restrictions onC. The way it works is: focus on an expression a triggers alternatives
which share with a the same semantic type. Then the quantificational domain of
only represented by C is required to be a subset of the set of propositions obtained
by replacing the focus part of the prejacent2 with its alternatives. This is formally
represented in (7) (cf. Rooth’s 1992 Focus Interpretation Principle).

(7) C ⊆ {q | ∃x.(x ∈ Alt(JFocusK) ∧ q = (JBackgroundK(x)))}
where, Alt is a function that takes an ordinary meaning and returns its al-
ternatives3;
Background is the predicate that when combining with the focus forms the
prejacent.

Further, notice (6) is weaker than (5): (5) says every alternative proposition in
the contextually salient set C that differs from the prejacent is false. (6) says that
among the alternative propositions in C, only those not entailed by the prejacent are
false.

One motivation for weakening (5) into (6) comes from cases involving plural
focused DP such as Only [John and Bill]F can speak French. The sentence is a
problem for (5), since Bill can speak French is an alternative differing from John
and Bill can speak French, yet Bill can speak French cannot be false (or the sentence
will be a contradiction). (6) solves this problem: since Bill can speak French is

2Focus particles such as only and even are commonly treated as sentential operators. The ‘preja-
cent’ refers to their sentential argument.

3Alt(JaK) is represented as JaKf (Rooth 1992, 1996) and JaKA (Krifka 2006) in the literature.



entailed by John and Bill can speak French, it is not affected by the assertion of
only.

But (6) is still not the semantics we will posit for jiu. We propose that jiu has a
semantics that is even weaker than (6). See (8).

(8) Assertive component of jiu:
λw∀q ∈ C[q ⊂ (JBackgroundK(JFocusK))→ ¬q(w)] Assertion
where, C ⊆ {q | ∃x.(x ∈ Alt(JFocusK) ∧ q = (JBackgroundK(x)))}

Compare(8) with (6): (6) says all alternative propositions in C that are not en-
tailed by the prejacent are false, while (8) says only propositions in C that asym-
metrically entail the prejacent are false. Since the set of propositions asymetrically
entailing the prejacent is a proper subset of the set of propositions that are not en-
tailed by the prejacent, (8) is weaker.

The weak (8) can still produce an exclusive reading once we put pluralities
into the alternative set, as is usually done in the literature. This is illustrated in
(9). Crucially, since all the alternative propositions (other than the prejacent) in
Cpw asymmetrically entail the prejacent, they are negated according to our assertive
component of jiu as in (8). Further, we also get the inference that Bill cannot speak
French and Mary cannot speak French, because: John can speak French4 & it’s
not the case that (both) John and Bill speak French ⊆ Bill cannot speak French; in
parallel, John can speak French & it’s not the case that (both) John and Mary can
speak French⊆Mary cannot speak French. We correctly get our exclusive reading.

(9) JIU John can speak French.
Focus Alternatives: {j < j⊕ b, j⊕m < j⊕ b⊕m}5

Prejacent: John can speak French.6
Exclusive Assertion of jiu: {J, B and M can speak French7 ⊂ J and B can
speak French, J and M can speak French ⊂ J can speak French}
Exclusive Inference: Bill can’t spk French and Mary can’t spk French.
J can spk French & ¬ (J and B can spk French)⇒ Bill can’t spk French
J can spk French & ¬ (J and M can spk French)⇒Mary can’t spk French

Later, we will see (8) can also produce a non-exclusive reading. Getting the
non-exclusive reading requires us to look at the scalarity that jiu can also convey, to
which we now turn.

2.2 Deriving the low-rank reading
Consider our second jiu example (2) (repeated here as (10)).

4This is the prejacent, which I take to be asserted. See footnote 6.
5I am not arbitrarily positing focus alternatives. As will be clear immediately, jiu requires the

alternatives of John to rank higher than John on some scale. Assuming the relevant scale is part-
whole (Link 1983) in this case, Mary is excluded from the alternative set because it does not have a
part-whole relation with John.

6I remain neutral on whether the prejacent is presupposed or asserted. See (Horn 2009) for
a recent overview of the complexity of the issue (for only). For expository purposes, I treat the
prejacent as an assertion, but I won’t represent it when unnecessary.

7Crossing-out indicates the relevant proposition is negated by (8).



(10) (women-de
(Our

shiyou)
roommate)

YUEHAN

John
jiu
JIU

hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu.
French

‘ Our roommate John, who is easy to get hold of, can speak French.’

(10) has a low-rank reading, which says (our roommate) John is easy to get hold
of. To capture the low-rank reading, I propose jiu presupposes a set of alternatives
ranked on a scale with jiu’s associate being its bottom. Formally, this is represented
in (11).

(11) Scalar Presupposition: Restricted Alt
∀x ∈ AltR+(JFocusK)[x 6= JFocusK→ JFocusK < Rx] Presupposition

I call this idea Restricted Alt because jiu virtually restricts the alternative set
triggered by focus to an (ordered) subset AltR+(JfocusK) of which the focus value is
the bottom. Also, the low-rank inference is a presupposition because it projects over
yes-no questions, possibility modals and antecedents of conditionals. For example:
It’s possible that [JOHN JIU can speak French] carries the inference that John is easy
to get hold of.

This analysis closely follows Krifka’s (2000) treatment of German schon/noch
‘already/still’, which also contribute an early/late scalar inference. According to
Krifka, schon/noch are truth-conditionally vacuous, but they restrict the alternatives
triggered by their focus associates into a subset consisting of (besides the focus)
only alternatives ranking earlier/later than the semantic value of the focus w.r.t a
temporal order. Then, based on this restricted alternative set, Krifka derives the
early/late inference contributed by schon/noch by comparing the focus to the other
alternatives left, which he calls alternative considered. Without going into details
of Krifka’s proposal, his formal representation in (12) makes clear the similarity of
our (11) with his presuppositional part of noch ‘still’.

(12) a. ALREADY(<B, F,≤ A >)⇔Ass:(<B, F,≤ A >), Pre:∀X ∈ A[X ≤ AF]
b. STILL(<B, F, ≤ A >)⇔Ass: (<B, F, ≤ A >), Pre: ∀X ∈ A[F ≤ AX]

The scalar presupposition of jiu is also similar to the scalar presupposition of
even. (13) is the standard formulation of the scalar presupposition of even (Kart-
tunen & Peters 1979, Rooth 1996). As we can see, the only difference between (11)
and (13) is that the former ranks individuals while the latter ranks propositions.

(13) even(p)
Scalar Presupposition: ∀q ∈ C[¬(p = q)→ p ≺ likelyq]

Now let’s see how the scalar presupposition as in (11) captures the scalar reading
that our roommate John is easy to get hold of in (10). First, notice (10) is naturally
used in a context where the speaker asks ‘Who can speak French? I am looking
for someone for language help’. In such a context, a scale (call it the effort scale)
that ranks potential French speakers according to their accessibility to the speaker
is salient. jiu makes use of this scale and requires its associate (our roommate) John
to be the bottom of the restricted alternative set. Suppose this restricted scale is our
roommate John < the addressee’s friend in the French department < the President



of France<. . . ; then John is easy to get hold of because compared to its alternatives
(the addressee’s friend in the French department and the President of France), our
roommate John is the easiest to get hold of.

However, there is actually a problem with the above reasoning8: from ∀x ∈
Alteffort+(John)[x 6= John → John < effortx], all we can get is that John is the
easiest to get hold of among its alternatives, but what we want is John is easy to get
hold of. The two are not equivalent, just as John is the tallest (among some contex-
tually salient set) does not entail John is tall. To get the positive/negative reading,
we need a context dependent expected value sc (cf. the standard in Kennedy 1999,
Rett 2008) such that iff John is easy to get hold of, the degree of finding John is
lower than sc on an effort scale9,10.

To fix this problem, I posit a requirement (14) which says that the context de-
pendent expected value sc should always be included in the restricted alternative
set induced by jiu. Intuitively, this is plausible, since the restricted alternative set
tries to capture the idea of alternatives under consideration (Krifka 2000), and the
expected value seems to always qualify as one of them.

(14) Expected value always under consideration
∃x ∈ AltR+(JfocusK)[x 6= JfocusK ∧ µR(x)= sc]

The combination of (11) and (14) finally captures the scalar reading in (10).
Since our roommate John is the bottom of its alternatives along the effort scale
(from (11)) and the expected value is one of its alternatives (from (14)), John is
easier than expected to get hold of; in other words, John is easy to get hold of.

2.3 Always scalar
One may wonder whether the scalar and the exclusive readings are entirely separate.
Here is an example that shows that scalarity is also available with exclusive jiu. In
other words, jiu is always scalar.

(15) 3 people came, which were a lot.
(16) #JIU 3 people came, which were a lot. Exclusive-jiu

(15) is good because 3 people can either be many or few, depending on the con-
text. while (16) sounds contradictory because the jiu carries a scalar reading that
the people that came were few, which contradicts the content of the following rela-
tive clause. Crucially, the jiu in (16) is an exclusive jiu: it also brings an exclusive
assertion and the sentence is equivalent to English Only 3 people came. So, (16)
shows that exclusive jiu also carries a scalar presupposition.

8Thanks to Roger Schwarzschild for pointing out this problem; and I think Krifka’s (2000) treat-
ment of schon/noch and standard analyses of even have this problem as well.

9I take sc to have the type of degree, and I use µR to represent the measure function that takes
an individual and returns its degree on some scale R (Kennedy 1999).

10To pin down the exact value of sc on an effort scale based on how much effort a person spends
to achieve something (e.g. finding a French speaker) is extremely difficult, because an effort scale
is itself vague and does not have a measurement system. For other scales with a conventional
measurement system, sc is easier to grasp. For example, in real contexts, the sc of the spending on
a dinner is $60.



Similarly, our very first example (1) [JIU JohnF can speak French] also triggers
a scalar implication that only a small portion of people can speak French. We can
capture this low-rank implication by positing a part-whole scale for individuals and
their pluralities (Link 1983): j < j⊕b < j⊕b⊕m < . . .. Then, since John is lower
than all of its alternatives and crucially lower than the expected value (see (14)), we
get the inference that only a small proportion of people can speak French.

2.4 Non-exclusive interpretation as a trivialization
The existence of the scalar presupposition for both exclusive and non-exclusive jiu
already suggests that the ‘two’ jiu should be unified. The combination of (8) (the
assertion) and (11) (the presupposition) is our proposed unified semantics of jiu.
(17) .

(17) jiu< JFocusK, JBackgroundK > Unified semantics of jiu
Scalar presup: ∀x ∈ AltR+(JFocusK)[x 6= JFocusK→ JFocusK < Rx]
Exclusive assertion: λw∀q ∈ C[q ⊂ (JBackgroundK(JFocusK))→ ¬q(w)]
where, C ⊆ {q | ∃x.(x ∈ AltR+(JFocusK) ∧ q = (JBackgroundK(x)))}

(17) delivers a non-exclusive jiu for (2) automatically. This is illustrated in (18).
Here, all we need to assume is that the domain of quantification C of jiu is projected
out of the focus alternatives associated with jiu11. This is explicitly specified in (17)
and is a consequece of the compositional procedure such as point-wise functional
application standardly assumed in the alternative semantics literature (Rooth 1985,
1992).

(18) John JIU can speak French, (Bill also can.) non-exclusive
Restricted Alternatives: John < the addressee’s friend in the French de-
partment < the President of France <. . .
Ccs : {John can speak French, the addressee’s friend in the French depart-
ment can speak French, the president of France can speak French}
Assertion of jiu applies vacuously since there are no stronger propositions
in Ccs .

In (18), since there are no propositions in C that asymmetrically entails the
prejacent, the application of the exclusive semantics is trivial. In other words, the
non-exclusive interpretation of jiu is a trivialization of its own exclusive seman-
tics, and this trivialization happens when the set of alternatives associated with jiu
produces a C that contains no propositions stronger than the prejacent.

Note that (18) involves a C in which the prejacent is not in an entailment rela-
tionship with the other alternative propositions. Because of Restricted Alt, we can
also have other sorts of Cs. Particularly, we can have a C where the prejacent en-
tails all the other alternative propositions. In these cases, we predict that the jiu is
nonexclusive. This is a correct prediction. Consider (19) and (20).

(19) [WUSHI]
50

kuai
dollar

jiu
JIU

gou.
sufficient

sufficient

‘$50, which is a small amount, is sufficient.’ →nonexclusive
11In other words, propositional level alternatives grow out of focus alternatives.



(20) Yuehan
John

jiu
JIU

chi
eat

le
LE

budao
less-than

[SAN]
three

ge
CL

pingguo
apple

less than

‘(Although) 3 apples was not a lot, John ate less than 3 apples.’
→nonexclusive

Both (19) and (20) are predicted to be nonexclusive because the Restrict Alt will
give the former {50 dollars is sufficient ⊂ 60 dollars is sufficient ⊂ 70 dollars is
sufficient⊂. . . }, the latter {John ate less than 3 apples ⊂ John ate less than 4 apples
⊂ John ate less than 5 apples ⊂. . . }. Both of the Cs are such that the prejacent is
entailed by all the other alternative propositions; thus the exclusive assertion of jiu
applies trivially.

The fact that (19) and (20) are indeed nonexclusive can be illustrated by (21) and
(22), where continuations with propositions stronger than the prejacent are possible.

(21) chi
eat

kaoya,
roast-duck,

[wushi
50

kuai]F
dollars

jiu
JIU

gou,
sufficient,

sishi
40

keneng
possible

ye
also

gou.
sufficient

‘To eat roast-duck, 50 dollars, which is a small amount, is sufficient; (but)
40 dollars perhaps is also sufficient.’

(22) A. Zuotian
yesterday

Yuehan
John

jiu
JIU

chi
eat

le
LE

budao
less-than

[san]F
3

ge
CL

pingguo?
apple

‘Yesterday, Did John eat only less than 3 apples?’
B. Dui.

Right.
qishi
actually

lian
even

liang
2

ge
CL

dou
DOU

budao.
less-than

‘Right, actually he ate even less than 2.’

Interim Summary: The section developed a unified semantics of jiu. Crucially,
we discussed how to capture the lack of exclusive inference as in John JIU can
speak French. It turns out our scalar presupposition discussed in §2.2 also serves
as a restriction on the quantification domain C of the assertive component of jiu.
Combined with a weakened semantics of the assertive component of jiu proposed in
§2.1, different scales are able to behave differently w.r.t. the assertion of jiu. Specif-
ically, when a scale restricts C in a way that none of the alternative propositions in
C entails the prejacent, jiu’s assertion becomes trivialized, accounting for the lack
of exclusive inference in such cases.

3 Overgeneration and the blocking mechanism
One feature of our analysis is that it actually allows different sorts of alternative sets
to be associated with jiu (because alternative sets can be restricted in various ways),
and thus, different alternative sets can bring out different ‘uses’ of jiu. A direct
consequence of this move is that jiu is now in principle ambiguous, because it can
be associated with different sorts of alternative sets. However, this overgenerates
because a jiu-sentence usually is not ambiguous.

To see this clearly, consider again (1) and (2), repeated here as (23) and (24).



(23) Jiu
JIU

YUEHAN

John
hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu.
French

‘Only John can speak French.’ ‘only’

(24) YUEHAN

John
jiu
JIU

hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu.
French

‘John, who is easy to get hold of, can speak French.’ low-rank

Neither of the above two sentences is ambiguous: (23) only has a low-rank
reading while (24) has to be exclusive (with a low-rank reading as well). This is a
problem, because according to our story John can either be ranked on a part-whole
scale or an effort scale; by freedom of scales, we predict (25), where both (25a)
and (25b) are ambiguous between an exclusive reading and a non-exclusive one,
depending on the choice of scales; this is a false prediction and thus our account of
jiu overgenerates.

(25) False prediction
a. JIU JohnF can speak French.

Part-whole scale + exclusive OR Effort scale + non-exclusive
b. JohnCT JIU can speak French.

Part-whole scale + exclusive OR Effort scale + non-exclusive

Instead of (25), we seem to have (26) as a descriptive generalization of jiu (Hole
2004:8). (26) says: if the associate of jiu appears to the right of jiu, jiu is exclusive;
if the associate of jiu appears to the left of jiu, jiu is non-exclusive.

(26) The jiu generalization (descriptive)
a. jiu > Associate (High-jiu)→ Exclusive + Low-Rank
b. Assocaite > jiu (Low-jiu)→ Low-Rank

To solve the overgeneration problem and explain (26), we need to add a blocking
mechanism to our account. We will show that the blocking mechanism is plausible
because its ingredients are all independently motivated. (27) is a brief characteriza-
tion12 of our blocking mechanism.

(27) The blocking mechanism
a. Post-jiu associates are foci, while pre-jiu associates are contrastive topics

(CT);
b. CT carries an anti-exhaustive presupposition (Hara 2005, Ludwig 2008,

cf. Büring’s 1997 Partial Answerhood).
c. The anti-exhaustive presupposition of a CT contradicts an exclusive/

exhaustive meaning, and that’s why pre-jiu associates have to be non-
exclusive.

12For space reasons, I have to keep the chracterization brief. The interested reader is referred to
Liu (2014) for detailed discussion of the blocking mechanism.



d. Now if [jiu>focus] chooses an alternative-set/scale which makes jiu
non-exclusive, [jiu>focus] will be identical in assertive meaning with
its [CT>jiu] counterpart; since the latter has an extra anti-exhaustive
presupposition triggered by the CT, it will block the former by Maxi-
mize Presupposition (Hawkins 1976, Heim 1991)13.

(28) represents the above ideas schematically. Here p(art).w(hole)-scale means
that we associate John with an alternative set {John < John ⊕ Bill, John ⊕
Mary < John ⊕ Bill ⊕Mary}, c(ontextual).s(alient)-scale means that we asso-
ciate John with an alternative set {(our roommate) John < the addressee’s friend
in the French department < the President of France <. . . }. The former will give a
exclusive jiu while the latter non-exclusive, for reasons we gave in §2.4. Further,
the former has to be [jiu>focus] because its counterpart [CT>jiu] is a contradic-
tion; the latter has to be [CT>jiu] because its counterpart [jiu>focus] is blocked by
Maximize Presupposition.

(28) JOHN c.spk.F


pw scale→ exclusive

{
jiu JohnF

#JohnCT jiu← Contradiction

cs scale→nonexclusive
{

#jiu JohnF ← Blocked
JohnCT jiu

The above ideas rest on two assumptions: (i) pre-jiu associates (JOHN in (23))
are CTs; (ii) CT associates of jiu carry an anti-exhaustive presupposition. Both of
them are independently supported. First compare (29)-(30).

(29) * [TP Jiu
JIU

YuehanF

John
jingran/mingxian
surprisingly/obviously

hui
can

shuo
speak

fayu].
French

Intended: ‘Surprisingly/obviously, only John can speak French.’
(30) [TopicP YuehanCTi jingran/mingxian [TP jiu ti hui shuo fayu ]].

‘Surprisingly/obviously, John, who is easy to get hold of, can speak
French.’

(29) shows sentential adverbs14 cannot appear within TP; yet they have no prob-
lem following John in (30). This clearly shows that pre-jiu associates are high in
the structure. Following Huang (1982), Paul (2005), Rizzi (1997), I assume they
have moved out of TP to Spec TopicP, a Topic position15.

(31) provides support for our assumption (ii): a Low-jiu answer is bad because
the question carries a presupposition that there is only one winner in a match, which
contradicts the anti-exhaustive presupposition of the CT.

13Roughly, MP says: in certain cases, when two sentences have the same assertive information,
only one of them, that is, the one with stronger presuppositions, can be felicitously used. Also, the
assumption that CT and focus compete with each other iff they have the same assertive component
is also adopted by Tomioka (2010).

14Yes-no question operator shi-bu-shi ‘be-not-be’ behaves similarly.
15Some recent works on CTs, especially Tomioka 2010 and Wagner 2012, claim CT is ‘nothing

but an instance of focus’ (Tomioka 2010:114). In this view, pre-jiu associates are indeed CTs,
because: they are focus (triggering alternatives) and in Topic positions.



(31) Among John, Bill and Mary, who won?
# YuehanCTi

John
[TP jiu

JIU

ti ying
win

le].
LE

Intended: ‘John won.’

In general, a question like ‘Among John, Bill and Mary, who came to the party’
resists a Low-jiu answer. This is exactly what we predict: because a question like
this usually is an exhaustive question and requires an exhaustive answer.

Finally, (32)-(33) show vanilla topicalization of the object cancels out the ex-
clusive meaning of jiu, as predicted.

(32) [TP Yuehan
John

jiu
JIU

kan
read

guo
PERF

HongLouMengF].
Dream-of-the-Red-Chamber

‘John has only read the Dream-of-the-Red-Chamber.’ Exclusive
(33) [TopicPHongLouMengCTi [TP Yuehan jiu kan guo ti ]].

‘The Dream-of-the-Red-Chamber (among other things), John has read it.’
Topicalization→ Non-exclusive

This completes our discussion on the blocking mechanism. In the next section,
we will compare our unified analysis of jiu with analyses based on lexical ambigu-
ities of jiu. We will show that our analysis is to be preferred, not just conceptually
but also on empirical grounds.

4 Against ambiguity
As far as I know, our unified semantics of jiu is the first analysis that explains both
its exclusive and non-exclusive uses. All the other analyses (Biq 1984, Lai 1999,
Hole 2004 and many others) explicitly or implicitly adopt a lexical-ambiguity view.
In this subsection, we will show a unified semantics is to be preferred, not just
theoretically but also empirically.

The first challenge an ambiguity analysis faces is that it cannot characterize the
distribution of the (non-)exclusive jiu easily. Here is why:

A simple sentence ‘John jiu invited 2 people’ is not ambiguous; in order to
capture it, a Lexical Ambiguity analysis would have to specify the distribution of
different ‘homonyms’ of jiu. A reasonable characterization of the distribution of
different jiu is (26), repeated here as (34). (Hole 2004:8).

(34) The jiu generalization (descriptive)
a. jiu > Associate (High-jiu)→ Exclusive + Low-Rank
b. Assocaite > jiu (Low-jiu)→ Low-Rank

But (34) is inadequate because we have non-exclusive High-jiu. An example is
(35), which is nonexclusive as we discussed in §2.4 (see (22)).

(35) John jiu ate less than 3F apples. High-jiu

How does our analysis handle (35)? First, (35) is predicted by our semantics to
be nonexclusive, for reasons discussed in §2.4. But does this violate Maximal Pre-
supposition, which blocks non-exclusive [jiu>focus]? The answer is no, because



the [CT>jiu] counterpart is not a competitor in this case, for the simple reason that
less than n (or n) is just impossible for topicalization, irrespective of the occur-
rence of jiu. See (36).

(36) * budao
less-than

[san]F
3

ge
CL

pingguo
apple

Yuehan
John

(jiu)
JIU

chi
eat

le.
LE

‘*Less than 3 apples, he ate.’

In other words, our analysis actually predicts (37); and non-exclusive [jiu>focus]
happens when topicalization of jiu’s associate is independently blocked.

(37) The jiu generalization
a. jiu > Associate (High-jiu) generally Exclusive + Low-Rank
b. Assocaite > jiu (Low-jiu) → always Low-Rank

It’s hard to see how an ambiguity analysis can predict (37). But suppose that
they can stipulate the distributions; then an ambiguity analysis can posit two jiu:
jiulow-rank and jiulow-rank+exclusive

16. Now a second argument against an ambiguity-
based analysis is: it fails to account for the sensitivity of the jiu’s exclusive compo-
nent to its scalar component.

In other words, under an ambiguity account, since there is no connection be-
tween the scalar component and the exclusive part, we can add an exclusive part
on top of every possible scale, and we can have any possible scale but without the
exclusive part.

Thus, an ambiguity-based analysis incorrectly predicts (38) and (39) to be pos-
sible.

(38) jiu John can speak French. #Exclusive+effort scale
#Meaning: John is easy to get hold of and only John can speak French.

(39) John jiu can speak French. #Nonexclusive+part-of scale
#Meaning: John, who is a small proportion of a contextually salient group,
can speak French.

Our proposal does not have this problem, since we have a unified semantics
where the availability of exclusive readings crucially depends on the choice of
scales.

A bonus for our account
To elaborate a little bit more on the above point, what ultimately decides whether
we have an exclusive jiu or not is the entailment pattern within C. This explains
(40).

(40) a. Jiu
JIU

[san]F
three

ge
CL

ren
person

chi
eat

le
LE

liang
two

zhi
CL

kaoyao.
roast-duck

Distributive

‘Only three persons ate two roast-ducks.’
16Remember exclusive jiu also has a scalar part, and that’s why #John JIU ate 3 apples, which

were a lot sounds contradictory.



b. [San]CT

three
ge
CL

ren
person

jiu
JIU

chi
eat

le
LE

liang
two

zhi
CL

kaoyao.
roast-duck

Collective

‘A group of three people, which is not a big group, ate two roast-ducks.’

Why is there a distributive/collective difference? Because (40a) and (40b) have
different Cs (represented in (41)), and the exclusivity of jiu is sensitive to this dif-
ference. Crucially, a distributive construal will give rise to an exclusive jiu, which
in turn picks a [jiu > Associate] form. Similarly, a collective construal results in a
non-exclusive jiu and its corresponding [Associate > jiu] form.

(41) a. C(40a)={. . .⊂ 4 persons each ate two roast-duck ⊂ 3 persons each ate
two roast-duck}

b. C(40b)={. . . 6⊂ 4 persons together ate two roast-duck 6⊂ 3 persons to-
gether ate two roast-duck}

5 Conclusion
In this talk, we have presented a unified analysis of Mandarin jiu which crucially
uses a weakened semantics of only and the idea of restricted alternative sets. We
have also explained the syntactic distribution of exclusive and non-exclusive jiu by
means of contrastive topic and maximize presupposition. Finally, we have shown
that the proposed unified semantics of jiu is to be preferred, since it captures the
sensitivity of jiu’s exclusivity to its scalarity.

The basic idea behind this analysis is simple: jiu is not ambiguous; different
‘uses’ of jiu are brought out by associating jiu with different sorts of alternative
sets.

This idea can also be used to analyze other focus particles (hereafter FP) in
Mandarin Chinese. First, the feature of being ‘ambiguous’ as illustrated by jiu ap-
plies to many (if not all) focus particles (dou, ye, . . . ) in Mandarin Chinese (Hole
2004). For example, dou is ‘ambiguous’ between ‘all’ and ‘even’, ye is ‘ambigu-
ous’ between ‘also’ and ‘even’, and so on. I call this systematic ambiguity within
the FP system. Systematic ambiguity can be explained if we assume that different
alternative sets can bring out different ‘readings’ of an FP. Since Chinese has the
option of associating different sorts of alternatives with an FP, we predict that for
each FP it is in principle possible to combine it with different sorts of alternative
sets. This gives rise to ‘ambiguities’ for each FP; thus systematic ambiguities.

Finally, the idea of positing different sorts of alternative sets for a single alter-
native sensitive operator is not novel. A noticeable example is Chierchia (2013),
where he associates different sorts of alternatives (subdomain alternatives, scalar
alternatives, pre-exhaustified subdomain alternatives and . . . ) with two alternative
sensitive operators, giving rise to different types of polarity sensitive items and thus
unifying the Polarity System. In this connection, the current paper can be seen as
a further implementation of this basic idea to the analysis of the semantics of fo-
cus sensitive items. It needs also to be mentioned that the analysis of dou in Liao
(2011: chapter 4) who also follows Chierchia has a similar character to the one I
have presented here for jiu.
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